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PLAN
TRANVERSE REINFORCING
AT SKewed ENDS

END TYPE B AND D
BLOCKOUT

REINFORCEMENT SERIES
REINFORCEMENT TABLE

REINFORCEMENT NOTES:
1. Deformed welded wire reinforcement may be substituted for mild reinforcement in accordance with Standard Specification 6-02.3(25)A.

NOTES:
1. See Girder Series Reinforcement Table on this sheet.
2. Varies for skewed ends.
3. Pairs of #1G1 bars, or 1#2G1 bars, may be used interchangeably. No bottom flange ties.
4. #1G2 may be substituted for 2#1G1 within Zone 1.

BENDING DIAGRAM
(All dimensions are out to out)

EXTENT AND THROUGH BLOCKOUT

ZONE 1 ~ PARALLEL TO END
ZONE 2 ~ NORMAL TO GIRDER

FOR END TYPE B AND D SEE "END TYPE B AND D BLOCKOUT" DETAIL THIS SHEET

FIELD BEND END TO OBTAIN "END TYPE B AND D BLOCKOUT" DETAIL THIS SHEET

GIRDER SERIES

STANDARD
PRESTRESSED CONCRETE GIRDERS
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